
elcome
from the Principal

Woodhouse is a Sixth Form College for

students in the 16-19 age range providing

a very wide range of GCE Advanced Level

(AS and A2) courses, Applied A Levels in

Business and Information Technology and a

BTEC First in Business and ICT. The

College draws a quarter of its students

from its two local Partner Schools – Friern

Barnet and The Compton – but we also

attract applicants from schools throughout

North London. We work hard to maintain

the quality of provision that gives the

College its excellent reputation – its

special character. This quality has been

recognised by the Government: we are one

of a small number of colleges to have been

awarded Beacon status and Ofsted

‘Designated Outstanding’ status.

In which ways is the College special?  First,

we are a centre of academic excellence.

This year we had a pass rate of ninety-nine

percent at GCE Advanced Level, sixty-eight

percent of which were at grades A* to B.

On this latter measure, the College came

second in national achievement levels. The

BTEC and Applied A Level results were

also very good. Perhaps more important

than this, our value-added scores are

consistently high: students at Woodhouse

do better than their entry qualifications

would predict. Over ninety percent of our

students go on to university. 

We are very proud of this, of course, but

we know that our students also value the

distinctive environment that Sixth Form

Colleges provide. There is much more to

education, in the broadest sense, than

simple examination results. We endeavour

to give all of you, no matter what courses

you are on, a wealth of other opportunities

and experiences that will stand you in good

stead in later life. 

You will learn to take more responsibility

for your own welfare and progress: you will

learn how to learn. This will be done within

a supportive framework, however, and if

anything does start to go wrong we will

pick it up very quickly and help you to put

things right. Our tutorial, guidance and

support systems are at the heart of the

College.

The College offers you an exceptionally
wide range of subject choices, packaged to
suit you as an individual. In addition to your
main programme, you will take part in a
range of recreational enrichment studies.
Sporting and musical activities are widely
available. The Woodhouse Challenge will
provide you with the opportunity to
broaden your knowledge and
understanding of a wide variety of topical
issues.

Our latest Ofsted Inspection Report
(2007) shows all five areas inspected were
given the top grade of ‘Outstanding’. This is
one of the best inspection results in the
country. 

Woodhouse is an Associate College of
Middlesex University which allows
students access to a range of Higher
Education experiences whilst they are still
at College.

Set on an attractive campus, the College
boasts some of the best facilities in the
area, including a new Sports Hall and
Dance Studios, a floodlit All-Weather Pitch,
a state-of-the-art Learning Resource
Centre, a Learning Zone encompassing an
Open Access Computer Suite, and modern
Science Laboratories and Art Studios.

All said, however, the most special feature
of the College is its feeling of community.
This is a place where staff and students
know and respect each other. We work
hard towards the common goal that every
individual should fulfil his or her potential,
and then achieve just a little bit more.

Keith Murdoch

Woodhouse is a truly new experience. It’s
a totally different environment from school
– you are given greater independence and
the opportunity to take responsibility for
your own work. However, that doesn’t
mean you are not well supported – the
staff are always at hand to advise you and
to help you achieve your goals.

What’s great about Woodhouse is the
balance between work and social life. All
students are given the opportunity to
participate in various enrichments relating
to sports, science, art and a wide variety of
other interesting activities. Students are also
given an active voice in the College
community through us, the College Council.

Woodhouse is a platform for you to meet
new people, form lifelong friendships and
most of all to work hard so that you can
fulfil your ambitions.

Woodhouse College Council

The College strives to ensure equal
treatment and opportunity for all
prospective students. Our admissions
process aims to assess your potential as a
Woodhouse College student and the
contribution that you can make to the
College, regardless of your background.

The College is an inclusive community and
one of its great strengths is the diversity of
the students. We aim, within our mission,
to promote high academic achievement, to
support all students to reach their full
potential and to meet their progression
goals.

We do this through:
• high quality teaching & learning
• outstanding pastoral support
• excellent resources
• thorough and effective tracking and

monitoring of student progress

… and the College Council

Equality and Diversity

“
”

It’s THE Woodhouse. I’d heard a

lot about it before I came here

and it has definitely lived up to

my expectations. 

Amy Copping
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Hamid Alavi   BSc                         Applied ICT (TL)
Sara Anton  BA MPhil                   Psychology
Philip Banseylla  BA                      Business /Economics
Jayne Barnes  MA                         Music (HD)
Jo Bower  BA                               Art (HD)
Tom Buzzard   MA                        History
James Campbell   BA                    PE 
Christopher Checketts  BEd          Business/Economics 
Ernest Clinton  BSc                      Chemistry
Ruth Cooper  BA                         History
Martin Davis  BSc                         Biology  (HD,ST)
Diane Dimoline   BA                    Applied ICT/Mathematics
Meriem Djemili  Licence d’Anglais  French
Stephen Dobson   MSc                 Mathematics (ST)
Sian Ephgrave BA                          English
Emma Farquharson  BA                Art
Barbara Finlay  BSc PhD                Biology
Anna Finn  BSc                             Mathematics
Amanda Forshaw  MA                  History /Philosophy (HD)
Raimonda Garjonyte  BSc              Psychology
Val Giles  BA                                Geography
Paul Glantz  MA                           Philosophy
Margery Gretton  BA MLitt           English (ST)
Jacqueline Grice  BA MSc             Politics (SL)
Binnaz Harris   BSc                       Psychology
Claire Hills  BSc                            Psychology
David Hyde  BSc                           Chemistry /Key Skills (ST)
Hannah Johnston  BA                   Theatre Studies (HD)
Tricia Jones  Dip Sp                       SLDD
Shahjahan Kadir  MSc                    Mathematics
Danny Kuperberg   MA                 Music Tech
Fiona Lewis   BA                          Sociology
Susan McGinley   BSc                    Biology
Maeveen Maenpaa  MA                 English
David Makepeace  BSc                  Physics (HD)
Chris Mann   BEd                         PE (HD)
Nigel Martin  BSc                         Maths (HD) 
Helen Meyer  BSc                         Chemistry
David Morton  BSc                       Mathematics
Martin Moss   BEd BA                  Computing/ ILT Cross-College
Ian Nethercleft   BEd                    Design (HD)
John O’Shea   BA                         English (HD)
Wendy Oswin  BSc                       Chemistry (HD ,ST)
Jenny Pari   MA                            German/French (HD, CQM)
Harriet Parks  BA                         Theatre Studies
Jalal Patel  BA                               History/Politics
Esther Perez  MA                         Spanish
Christine Phillips  BA                    Accounts & Bus Courses
Ian Pratt  MA                               Classics (SL)
Nazia Rahim   BSc                        Sociology (SL)
Guy Redmond   BA                      Business/Economics      
Yvette Ruchniewicz  MSc              Business Courses (HD, CQM)

Farida Saraf   BA                          Applied Business (TL)
Niki Savva  BSc                             Biology
Tina Schaffer   LLB                        Law (SL)
Darren Selby   BSc                        Mathematics
Mary Sell   BA                              English
Olivia Stanton  BA                        Geography (HD)
Julia Stevens  MSc                         Psychology (HD)
Daniela Talamonti  MA                  Italian 
Peter Thompson  MA                   History (HD, CQM)
Cressida Tweed  MA                     Philosophy
Peter Van Reeth  BSc PhD             Mathematics
Laura Wall  MA                            English
Bill Westgate  BA                          Business/Economics
Philip Wilson  BSc                         Physics

Lydia Antoni                                 Personnel Manager
Marie-Pierre Artunduaga  MA        French Language Assistant
Jeng Atas                                      Learning Support Assistant
Gemma Carter  BA                      LRC Assistant Manager
Richie Dempsey  BA                     Student Liaison Officer
Colin Everitt   BSc                        MIS/Network Manager
Lisa Fry  BA                                 Student Support Manager
Lawrence Gatier                           ILT Support Assistant
Ann Gill                                       Finance Assistant
Kathryn Goodall                           Technician (Bio)
Joanna Greatwich  QCG              Careers Co-ordinator
Georgina Grove                           Administrative Assistant
Peter Hammond  BEd                   Technician (Design)
Alison Hillier  BA                         Office Manager
Sara Hyson  Dip BA                     Spanish Assistant
Jim Jackson                                  Caretaker
Michelle Junnor  BA                      LRC Manager
Joanne Lawrence                          Student Support Assistant
Simon Leach  BA                          FESCO
Ellen Linster  BA                          Assistant Office Manager
Peter Kuti                                    Handyman
Mary Mc Hugh  BA                       Senior Pastoral Manager
Kim Mason                                  Learning Support Assistant
Michael Minchin  BSc                    Senior Technician (Physics)
Peter Murphy                               Technician (Art)
Nadia Oliver                                Laboratory Technician
Anand Pujara                                ICT and Open Access Sup.
Valentina Ross                              Administrative Assistant
Robert Salter                               Assistant Caretaker
Anne Sartori                                Exams Officer
Dipa Shah-Saunders  BA               Admissions Officer 
Dusan Suvajdzic   BA                    Network Supervisor
Andrea Tatam-Reitmeier  BSc        German Language Assistant
Isobel Thornton                            PA to the Vice Principal
Jenny Wang   BA AAT                    Finance Officer
Ingrid Webster  BA PGDip IS         LRC Assistant Manager
Clive Winter  BA FCA                  College Accountant

Chair of Governors:             Ian Phillips  LLB
Vice Chair:                            Peter Hammond  BBS CeFA
Principal:                                Keith Murdoch   BA MSc
Vice Principal:                        John Rubinstein  BSc

Principal’s PA:                       Lydia Antoni 
Office Manager:                     Alison Hillier  BA   
Clerk to the Governors:       Graham George  BSc
Senior Managers:

Ian Hooper  MA                           Curriculum and Quality

Carol Kirkland BSc MA                  Academic & Business Operations

Anne-Marie Robinson BA             Student Services

All staff are listed alphabetically. Curriculum Quality Managers are indicated by CQM, Department Heads by HD, Senior Tutors by ST, Team and

Subject Leaders by TL and SL. Teaching subjects are given alongside staff names.

List of Staff

Teaching Staff

Support Staff
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Woodhouse College will endeavour to
provide you with a broad and challenging
educational experience that meets your
individual needs and aspirations.

•In the first year at the College, students
will study between three and five AS
subjects. Both the choice and the number
of subjects will depend upon your GCSE
results and future career intentions. 

• At the end of your first year you will
take the AS examination in each of the
subjects you have been studying.
Progression onto the A2 part of the
subject will be dependent upon passing
the AS Level. Sometimes students can
improve their AS module marks by re-
taking AS exams at the end of their
second year. However, as a general rule
the College does not offer January re-
takes of these modules.

• In the second year, we expect the
majority of students to study three or
four subjects at A2. It is possible to opt
to take an additional AS subject such as
Critical Thinking or the Extended Project.

The Applied Double Award A Level runs
over two years, and is the equivalent to
two A Levels. Applied Double Award A
Levels are exactly the same standard as
ordinary A Levels but with a greater
emphasis on coursework and a focus on a
particular vocational area. Most students
take an additional course, either a GCSE
retake or an AS Level subject, depending on
their qualifications. 

Applied A Levels provide an opportunity to
specialise in a vocational subject area which
you may take forward to Higher Education
or employment. Most of our students on
these courses proceed to university to
study for a related degree.

This one year course comprises vocational
qualifications in Business and ICT. It is the
equivalent of four GCSEs and is made up
of two BTEC Extended Certificates. Where
necessary, you will be able to study for
retakes in GCSE Maths and English
alongside the BTEC course. The course
aims to develop a broad range of skills so
that you can progress on to Applied A
Levels or other programmes at the College
or elsewhere. 

Accounts*
Art
Biology
Business Studies*
Chemistry
Classical Civilisation*
Computing*
Dance 
Design (Graphics)
Economics*
English Language
English Literature
French
Geography*
German
Government and Politics*
History*
Information Technology*
Italian* (AS only)
Law* 
Maths
Further Maths
Music*
Music Technology*
Philosophy* 
Physical Education*
Physics
Psychology*
Sociology*
Spanish
Theatre Studies*

(* - indicates subjects which can be studied
without previous experience of GCSE)

Most foreseeable combinations of the
above subjects are usually possible. 

Applied Business Studies
Applied ICT

GCSE
• English
• Maths
• Italian

• Community Sports Leader Award (CSLA)

• Higher Sports Leader Award (HSLA)

• Certificate in Financial Studies – to be
taken in conjunction with Applied
Business.

• Extended Project Level 3. This is an
optional, voluntary course which allows
students to pursue an interest of their
choice with supervisory help. It is
equivalent to half an A Level and most of
the work is completed in the summer
after AS exams. 

This is correct at the time of publication, however, the College reserves the right to make changes to subjects as appropriate.

Curriculum

General Introduction

GCE Advanced Level and

Advanced Subsidiary Courses

Applied Double Award 

A Levels

BTEC Course in ICT 

and Business

Applied Double Award 

A Levels

Additional Courses

AS/A2 Subjects

“
”

I like Woodhouse because of the

people here. I’ve made some

good friends. The teachers are

friendly and they really try to

make learning as good as

possible... I’m definitely going to

miss the college when I leave.

Harriet Neild
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In order to provide a
broad and balanced
curriculum entitlement the
College offers a wide
range of enrichment
activities. These may enable
you to extend an existing
interest, or try a new
activity.

You will be expected to participate in at

least two six-week Enrichment courses as

an integral part of your College timetable.

These enjoyable courses enable you to

meet other students and make new friends

in a less formal atmosphere.

There is a wide choice of courses, offering

you the opportunity to develop skills and

interests in Sport, Music, the Arts and the

Community.

In Sport there is the opportunity to

represent the College in team games or, if

you prefer, the chance to improve your

own performance, for example in squash,

tennis, swimming or running. The College

fields a variety of teams including girls’

football, trampolining and basketball. The

netball team competes in the Barnet

League and two boys’ football teams play

regular matches in the Barnet and

Middlesex League and Cup competitions,

usually featuring prominently in the

honours at the end of the season. 

The College has a Jazz Band that provides

an opportunity to continue your interests

in music, even if you are not studying music

as a subject.

Many students take part in the Duke of

Edinburgh Award, of which the highlight is

the expedition in the summer, but which

also involves a long-term commitment to

volunteering, sport and skills development.

Other activities include volunteering in

schools, the Envision active citizenship

project, talent shows, field courses, art

trips, foreign exchanges, a ski trip and the

opportunity to undertake work experience

both in this country and abroad. There are

opportunities to get involved in mentoring

programmes, or to represent your peers

as a Tutor Group Representative or on the

College Council. 

Some of the other Enrichment courses

offered this year include:

Amnesty International

Learn Guitar

Badminton

Kick Boxing

Knitting

Charity Fashion Show

Latin American Dancing

Choir

Climbing

Observational Drawing

Creative Writing

Pottery

Debating

Eco-Action

Street Dance

Film Club

First Aid

Table Tennis

Gym Workout

Volunteering

Duke of Edinburgh Award

In addition to your main programme you

have the opportunity to study for extra

qualifications which may be useful for your

progression to Higher Education or

employment.

For example, if you are interested in sport

and thinking of a ‘people related’ career

(such as medicine, physiotherapy or

teaching), the Community Sports Leader

Award and Higher Sports Leader Award

should be a serious consideration.  

Woodhouse Challenge provides students

with the opportunity to broaden their

horizons. We organise talks and days out

for the students which focus on different

aspects of their experience at Woodhouse:

academic, social and cultural.  Activities and

talks in the past have included an astro-

physics talk;  the UK Maths Challenge;  a

talk on The Holocaust; a speaker on

Philosophy and Science and a workshop on

Screen Writing. This year we are offering

workshops and talks on the Laws of War,

run by the Red Cross; ‘Organising the

Olympics’ a talk by Paul Williamson who is

involved in the management and ticketing

for 2012; a Young Minds workshop on

mental health issues and young people to

tie in with Mental Health week. We are also

linking with the Geography department to

bring in a speaker on Water Aid and one

on Climate Change. 

Moreover, we will be welcoming some

returning speakers and workshops. In

March 2011, we will be repeating the

successful workshops of the last two years

on bio-medicine and forensic science; Dr

Paul Curzon will be returning to talk about

‘the Mind of the Machine’ and we will be

welcoming Prof Brian Foster who will be

reprising his musical journey through

Einstein’s Universe. We will also be

organising regular talks, in conjunction with

the Careers Office, from barristers,

doctors etc.  Furthermore, we encourage

students to attend talks and lectures

outside College: one of our most popular

trips will take place in November where

we will again be taking students to see

Boris Johnson being questioned during

Mayor’s Question Time at City Hall. We

encourage students to suggest events and

activities and would welcome suggestions

and input from parents who would like to

contribute to Woodhouse Challenge.

Enrichment
Activities

Additional Qualifications

Woodhouse Challenge
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The College is proud of the support and
guidance that it provides for all students to
assist their academic progress and general
welfare. 

When you join the College you will
become a member of a Tutor Group, led by
a Personal Tutor. These Groups meet daily
for registration and for a forty-five minute
session once a week. Personal Tutors get
to know you very well and are able to pass
on a great deal of information about
activities which are taking place in the
College. They can also provide advice with
individual problems. They monitor your
progress by holding regular individual
review interviews and by helping you to set
targets to improve your performance. 

The weekly tutorial is used for group
activities, which cover a range of topics
relevant to the development of
independent learning, the world of work
and progression to Higher Education. 

You will also have a Senior Tutor who can
devote extra time to dealing with any
academic difficulties or personal issues you
may experience.

The College has a full-time Careers
Coordinator and a Careers Resource Area
which is well stocked with literature and
electronic search facilities. From the time
you join the College you will be provided
with advice and guidance to help you make
decisions about your future. Impartial and
confidential guidance interviews with the
Careers Co-ordinator or a Connexions
Personal Adviser are available on request.

Special events include talks by outside
speakers from a wide range of universities
and employment areas. We also arrange
mock interviews to prepare students for
university and job applications, as well as a
Higher Education information evening for
parents. First year students are encouraged
to arrange a work experience placement,
which is, as far as possible, related to your
future career or Higher Education
intentions. 

The Student Services
Team can give you advice
about personal issues,
finances, the Education
Maintenance Allowance
(EMA) and general help
with other queries.

The College is allocated a fund to help
families where financial difficulties might
prohibit students from completing their
College course. The Student Support
Manager can give you help applying for this. 

We can also arrange for students to see a
professional counsellor if necessary.

The College has a dedicated Additional
Learning Support Coordinator, who is
based in the Learning Resource Centre.
She offers ongoing support for students
with disabilities or specific learning
difficulties as well as help with general
study skills. She also liaises with our
Examinations Officer should students need
special exam arrangements.

Regular meetings are held between your
teachers, you and your parents or carers.
We also welcome enquiries from parents
and carers at other times, but suggest that
they contact the Personal or Senior Tutor
in the first instance to make appointments.
Written reports on your work and
progress will be sent home during the year.

Our overall aim is to encourage you to
develop self-discipline in your approach to
studying and tutors expect high standards
of work and social behaviour. There is a
Code of Conduct which all members of
the College are expected to respect in
order that the community can function
efficiently and in your best interests.

Student Support

Tutorial System

”

Careers Education and

Guidance

Meeting your other needs

“
I like the social area the most. I’m

really pleased with the new

learning zone too, it’s a really

good environment to work in.

Maymum Hassan ”
“There’s so much to love about

the college; the friendly

atmosphere and the motivation

of the students. If I could choose

Woodhouse again I would.

Kasia Budd

Contact with parents 

or carers

What we expect from 

you as a student
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Woodhouse has a long-
standing reputation for its
excellent A Level results. 
The pass rate this year was
99%, with 68% of these being
‘high’ grades A*, A or B. The
College remained second out
of over 400 colleges in
national league tables. 

A summary of this year’s examination
results for the College as a whole is given
on a separate sheet. Naturally, particular
subject successes vary slightly from year to
year, so departments have available their
individual subject results for the last few
years, which you might like to see –just ask!

The College is committed to absolute
success but also to ensuring that all our
students reach their potential. We have
subscribed for some time to a national
database (ALIS) which compares the A
Level outcomes of each student with their
GCSE grades prior to entering the
College. Woodhouse has consistently
“added value” to its students at a rate
above the national average. This means
that, on average, our students achieve
better grades than they would elsewhere.

Courses in Business and ICT – our
Applied A Levels have a record of high pass
rates. Students on these courses benefit
from applying their learning to a wide
range of situations and researching
substantial assignments – both qualities
being useful whether they progress to
university or employment. 

Our BTEC First course has had very good
pass rates with many students progressing
on to our A Level or Applied programmes
in Business or IT.

GCSE –The College only offers English or
Mathematics, mainly for students needing
to re-sit, and also Italian as an additional
course. The College’s results are well above
the national average for such candidates,
with students usually showing at least a
one grade improvement.

The majority of our A Level students seek
to progress to university. With the expert
help of the Student Support team, which
includes a full-time Careers Co-ordinator,
well over ninety percent of students
successfully obtain a place in Higher
Education. About ten enter Oxford or
Cambridge each year, with many others
going to the older universities such as
Leeds and the London Colleges. 

Woodhouse students are to be found from
Aberdeen to Exeter,  Aberystwyth to East
Anglia, and even as far away as America and
Japan.

Destinations of students leaving in the summer of 2010

Twelve most popular universities:  No. of students
Brunel 32
Nottingham 21
Queen Mary (London) 20
Sussex 20
Kent 19
Manchester 16
UCL 13
Warwick 13
Herts 12
Leeds 12
Middlesex 12
City 11

Eight students gained a place at Cambridge University and four at Oxford University.

Twelve most popular courses:
Psychology 40
Business 31
Law 27
Economics 25
Science 23
Engineering 21
History 20
MATHS 18
English 17
Computing 14
Politics 14
Medicine 11
Accounting 10

Results and
Progression

Progression

Life after Woodhouse…….

”
“
I wanted to come here because

my brother came here. He’d said

it was a great college and since

I’ve been here I’ve made lots of

friends.

Tom Reade
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This section provides you
and your parents with
information about the
general principles that apply
to the admissions process. A
detailed instruction sheet
‘Applying to Woodhouse’ is
enclosed with this
prospectus and is also
available on our website. 

Every applicant is considered on individual
merit and the offer of a place is based on
the expectation that you would benefit
from studying at Woodhouse, are
sympathetic to our aims and could
contribute to the life of the College.
Detailed information about general entry
requirements is enclosed and can also be
found online. Most subjects have specific
entry requirements and these are listed in
the Subject Course Guides. Demand
always exceeds the number of places
available and, unfortunately, we therefore
have to disappoint many applicants. We give
priority to students from our Partner
Schools as long as they meet our entrance
criteria. Applicants from other schools are
considered equally : however, we do give
consideration to travel-time. 

We are encouraging all students to apply
online this year and this facility will be
available from the time of our Open Day
in November. It is essential that all

applications reach the College by

the January deadline. Receipt of your
application is deemed to be a formal
application, but we can take no further
action until we receive a Confidential
Report from your present school. 

If we receive applications after the deadline
from students who will be moving into the
area, we endeavour to treat these as
sympathetically as we can. 

Please note that, as this is a Sixth Form
College, you must be aged 16-18 at the
time of starting College.

We like to interview as many students as
we can before arriving at decisions, but we
cannot guarantee to interview all
applicants. Interviews take place from
February onwards, during the day.
Interviews last a maximum of thirty
minutes. We like your parents or guardians
to attend the interview, although we
recognise that this is not always possible.
The interview is an informal discussion
which covers your reasons for applying to
Woodhouse and your choice of course. We
endeavour to let you know the result of
your application quickly, but as we have to
balance numbers studying different
subjects this can take some time. 

We will only consider interviewing
students whose predicted grades meet our
entry requirements. Please check these
carefully before you apply.

If we do offer you a place at the College,
this will be conditional on your GCSE
results. We will specify grades required in
certain subjects and also an overall average
grade. If we are not able to offer you a
place, we may put you on our waiting list. 

Those of you who are offered a place at
the College are invited to an introductory
afternoon in July to meet your Personal
Tutor and to be given an opportunity to
familiarise yourselves with the College. 

We welcome applications from students
with specific learning difficulties or
disabilities. You would be offered impartial
advice and guidance about courses and the
support available. The College strongly
believes that people with disabilities should
have the same opportunities as non-
disabled people to benefit from educational
provision.

We would like you to contact us early in
the year, before you leave school, so that
we can work with you, your family and
your school to ensure a smooth, effective
transition. We also work with Higher
Education Institutions to facilitate students’
progression to university.

The College receives no funding for
students from overseas (outside the EU
and EEA) whose main reason for residence
in England or the EU is education. In such
cases we are obliged to charge fees (details
available on request) but we would stress
that a willingness to pay fees is not a factor
in deciding on offers.

Students and parents are asked to put any
queries they may have, at whatever stage
they arise, in writing (FAO: Admissions),
quoting the full name of the applicant and
the school from which they are applying.

Applications and
Admissions
Procedure

General

Applications

Interviews and offers 

of places

Inclusive Learning

Queries

”
“
I like the independence that

college gives me over my old

school. I have lots more free

time and the facilities are good.

Holly Miller
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Examination Results 2010

A Levels AS Levels

Subject Entry % A*-B % A-E Entry % A-B % A-E

Accounting 13 54 100 21 19 86

Art 34 62 100 58 88 98

Biology 102 45 97 159 45 86

Business Studies 49 63 100 64 44 94

Chemistry 86 66 98 148 47 94

Classical Civilisation 10 70 100 18 33 100

Computing 3 67 100 19 53 100

Dance 4 75 100 7 57 100

Design & Technology 22 73 100 37 68 97

Drama & Theatre Studies 31 94 100 38 79 100

Economics 94 79 99 116 64 97

English Language 45 44 100 84 54 100

English Literature 119 69 100 144 76 99

French 23 74 100 51 43 94

Geography 55 78 100 53 64 96

German 10 90 100 10 10 100

Government & Politics 36 88 100 70 59 97

History 104 61 98 134 61 98

I.C.T. 16 44 100 37 27 95

Italian 1 100 100 3 67 100

Law 16 81 100 46 50 96

Mathematics 194 71 98 288 48 87

Further Mathematics 15 100 100 51 73 96

Music 4 50 100 11 55 100

Music Technology 3 0 100 8 25 100

Philosophy 28 68 96 64 66 97

Physical Education 24 71 100 25 40 92

Physics 52 62 94 91 53 87

Psychology 126 63 99 197 50 93

Sociology 69 88 100 70 70 96

Spanish 13 92 100 19 74 100

Critical Thinking (6U) 58 34 83

Extended Project (6U) 63 81 100

Total 1399 68.1 98.8 2262 55.7 93.8
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